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Course Book 

1. Course name Animal Production Equipment 

2. Lecturer in charge Binar Ameen Rajab (MSc) 

3. Department/ College Department of Animal Resources\Amedi Technical 
Institute 

4. Contact e-mail: binar82@yahoo.com 
Tel: 0750 488 9890 

5. Time (in hours) per week  Theory:    1 
Practical: 2 

6. Office hours Three days per week (Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday) 

7. Course code  

8. Teacher's academic 
profile  

I am a graduate from Duhok University 2005, BSc. 
Agriculture Collage. Forest Department.  
2005 Directorate of Tourism Duhok. 
2014 MSc. at Kahramanmaraş Sütçü İmam University in 
Turkey. 

9. Keywords Animal production equipment, Agricultural machinery, 
farm tools and machinery 

10.  Course overview:  
 
     During this course students have a chance to improve their skills about the necessary 
agricultural machineries. The coursewill firstly focus on agricultural tractors how they work 
and for what purpose they are used. Then the course will cover the necessary equipment’s 
that are used in animal farming in addition to milking, harvesting, grinding and mixing, 
conveying, storage, slaughtering equipment. 
  

 
11. Course objective: 

 Student should be known about farm power, Tractor that machine who give power 
to most of agriculture equipment, how can engine work. 

 To know about agriculture building design, mechanization of supply (water, feed), 
manure collection, mechanical milking, equipment that use for preparing land for 
forage culture, harvester, etc. which equipment type is better than the other for 
your work, advantage and disadvantage for each one. 

12.  Student's obligation 

 Students obligated to attend the lectures because absence will have direct effect 
on their learning 

 All students must be attendant at lectures, complete tests, laboratories reports, 
and essays. 

13. Forms of teaching 
 Laptop, data show, PowerPoint, video sections, 

 Blackboard, and participating students 
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 Important handouts will be printed and given to students 

 Farm trips 

14. Assessment scheme 
 (5 degrees) first season activities 

 (30 degrees) Mid-term exam divided to 15 degrees theory and 15 degrees practical 

 (5 degrees) Second season activities 

 (60 degrees) Final Exam divided to 30 degrees theory and 30 degrees practical 

15. Student learning outcome: 
 Student should be known about farm power, Tractor that machine who give power 

to most of agriculture equipment, how can engine work. 

 To know about agriculture building design, mechanization of supply (water, feed), 
manure collection, mechanical milking, equipment that use for preparing land for 
forage culture, harvester, etc. which equipment type is better than the other for 
your work, advantage and disadvantage for each one. 

16. Course Reading List and References: 
 Agriculture engineering (2005) T.P. Ojho & A.M. Michael. Volume 1. 

 Farm machinery an approach (2003) S.C. Jain. 

 Mechanization of stock-breeding (1990).  D. Mohamed Alnima (in Arabic). 

 Mechanization of Animal production (1982). D. Najeeb Handawi (in Arabic). 

 Net. 
 

17. The Topics: Lecturer's name 
 
 
 
 
1. Fresher week 

 
2. Farm power:  Classification and general description of 

agriculture tractors. 
3. Engines:  Petrol and compression cycle for four strokes. 

 

4. Agriculture building:  Design and types for cattle and 
domestic animals. 

5. Mechanization for supply water:  Manual and modern 
methods. 

6. Mechanization for supply feed:  Manual and modern 
methods. 

7. Mechanization for manure collection: Types, methods and 
equipment use. 

8. Mechanization for milking: Type, parts, advantage and 
disadvantage. 

9. Mechanization for cutting (shearing) wool. 
 

Mr. Binar Ameen 
Rajab 
 

21/12/2017 

4/1/2018 

11/1/2018 

8/2/2018 

15/2/2018 

22/2/2018 

1/3/2018 

8/3/2018 

29/3/2018 
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10. Mechanization for preparing land for forage culture: 
Primary tillage equipment, secondary tillage, etc. 

11. Forage harvesting: Mowers, straw reaper, chaff cutter. 
 

12. Baler equipment 
 

13. Mechanization for grinding and mixing fodder 
 

14. Mechanization for materials conveying. 
 
15. Mechanization for storage  

 
16. Mechanization for slaughter. 

 
17. Field Trips 

 

5/4/2018 

12/4/2018 

19/4/2018 

26/4/2018 

3/5/2018 

10/5/2018 

17/5/2018 

 

 

18. Practical Topics (If there is any) Lecturer's name 
 
 
 
 

1- Fresher week 

2- Farm power: To see and knowledge type of agricultural 
tractor and Classification (According to purpose-According 
to traction-According to max. Draw bar.   

3- Engine system of engine. To see and knowledge parts 
engine (petrol and diesel) 4,2stroke engine and 
compression cycle .To see and know ledge fuel system 
and sparking engine (fuel system for petrol and 
compression)engine. 

4- Training for driving tractor. 
 

5- Agriculture building: Psycumatric, GPS design for cattle 
and domestic animal. 

6- Mechanization for supply water: To see and knowledge 
manual and modern method: Type.  

7- Mechanization for supply feed: To see and knowledge 
manual and modern method: Type. 

8- Mechanization for manure collection: To see and 
knowledge type, method, equipment use.   

9- Mechanization for Milking cattle: To see and knowledge 
types, parts, application uses. 

Mr. Binar Ameen 
Rajab 
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4/1/2018 
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10- Mechanization for cutting (shearing) wool: types, parts, 
application. How can shearing.  

11- Mechanization for preparing land for forage culture: To 
see and knowledge types, parts, Primary tillage 
equipment, Secondary tillage equipment, Seeding 
equipment.  

12-  Forage Harvesting: To see and knowledge Type, parts, 
application use mowers, straw reaper, chaff cutters. 

13-  Baler equipment: To see and knowledge Type, parts, 
application uses types, parts, operation, maintained. 

14-  Mechanization for grinding and mixing fodder: To see and 
knowledge types, parts, operation, maintains.  

15-  Mechanization for Materials conveying: To see and 
knowledge   types of conveying. 

16- Mechanization for Storage:  To see and knowledge types, 
parts, application uses, and use equipment types. 

5/4/2018 

12/4/2018 

 

19/4/2018 

26/4/2018 

3/5/2018 

10/5/2018 

17/5/2018 

 

19. Examinations: 
1- Blanks 

Tractors can be classified according to……….and ………. 

2- Lists 

Name three aims of mechanization. 

3- Short explanations 

What is PTO in brief? 

4- True or false type of exams: 

The combustion engine Transforming the inside energy in fuel to heat 

energy. (T) 

5- Multiple choices: 

6- Definitions 

 

20. Extra notes: 
Here the lecturer shall write any note or comment that is not covered in this template and 
he/she wishes to enrich the course book with his/her valuable remarks. 

21. Peer review ڵ                    ی هاوهوهپێداچوونه                                           
This course book has to be reviewed and signed by a peer. The peer approves the contents 
of your course book by writing few sentences in this section. 
(A peer is person who has enough knowledge about the subject you are teaching, he/she 
has to be a professor, assistant professor, a lecturer or an expert in the field of your 
subject). 

ند بکات و سهپه کهکانی کۆرسهتهڕۆکی بابهیر بکرێت و ناوهسه وهکادیمیهڵێکی ئهن هاوهالیهبێت لهده م کۆرسبووکهئه
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.ر بکاتسهو واژووی له کهڕۆکی کۆرسهر شیاوی ناوهسهک بنووسێت لهیههشند ووجه  
  .بێتمتر نهمامۆستا که ی زانستی لهبیت پلهو ده کهر کۆرسهسهلهبێت زانیاری هه که یهسهو کهڵ ئههاوه

 


